Abstract. This paper proposes a natural extension of conditional functional dependencies (cfds [14]) and conditional inclusion dependencies (cinds [8] 
Introduction
Extensions of functional dependencies (fds) and inclusion dependencies (inds), known as conditional functional dependencies (cfds [14] ) and conditional inclusion dependencies (cinds [8] ), respectively, have recently been proposed for improving data quality. These extensions enforce patterns of semantically related data values, and detect errors as violations of the dependencies. Conditional dependencies are able to capture more inconsistencies than fds and inds [14, 8] .
Conditional dependencies specify constant patterns in terms of equality (=). In practice, however, the semantics of data often needs to be specified in terms of other predicates such as =, <, ≤, > and ≥, as illustrated by the example below.
Example 1.
An online store maintains a database of two relations: (a) item for items sold by the store, and (b) tax for the sale tax rates for the items, except artwork, in various states. The relations are specified by the following schemas:
item (id: string, name: string, type: string, price: float, shipping: float, sale: bool, state: string) tax (state: string, rate: float) where each item is specified by its id, name, type (e.g., book, cd), price, shipping fee, the state to which it is shipped, and whether it is on sale. A tax tuple specifies the sale tax rate in a state. An instance D 0 of item and tax is shown in Fig. 1 .
One wants to specify dependencies on the relations as data quality rules to detect errors in the data, such that inconsistencies emerge as violations of the dependencies. Traditional dependencies (fds, inds; see, e.g., [1] ) and conditional dependencies (cfds, cinds [14, 8] ) on the data include the following: cfd 1 : item (id → name, type, price, shipping, sale) cfd 2 : tax (state → rate) cfd 3 : item (sale = 'T' → shipping = 0) These are cfds: (a) cfd 1 assures that the id of an item uniquely determines the name, type, price, shipping, sale of the item; (b) cfd 2 states that state is a key for tax, i.e., for each state there is a unique sale tax rate; and (c) cfd 3 is to ensure that for any item tuple t, if t[sale] = 'T' then t[shipping] must be 0; i.e., the store provides free shipping for items on sale. Here cfd 3 is specified in terms of patterns of semantically related data values, namely, sale = 'T' and shipping = 0. It is to hold only on item tuples that match the pattern sale = 'T'. In contrast, cfd 1 and cfd 2 are traditional fds without constant patterns, a special case of cfds. One can verify that no sensible inds or cinds can be defined across item and tax.
Note that D 0 of Fig. 1 satisfies cfd 1 , cfd 2 and cfd 3 . That is, when these dependencies are used as data quality rules, no errors are found in D 0 .
In practice, the shipment fee of an item is typically determined by the price of the item. Moreover, when an item is on sale, the price of the item is often in a certain range. Furthermore, for any item sold by the store to a customer in a state, if the item is not artwork, then one expects to find the sale tax rate in the state from the tax table. These semantic relations cannot be expressed as cfds of [14] or cinds of [8] , but can be expressed as the following dependencies:
Here pfd 2 states that for any item tuple, if it is not on sale and its price is in the range (20, 40] , then its shipment fee must be 6; similarly for pfd 1 and pfd 3 . These dependencies extend cfds [14] by specifying patterns of semantically related data values in terms of predicates <, ≤, >, and ≥. Similarly, pfd 4 assures that for any item tuple, if it is on sale, then its price must be in the range [2.99, 9.99 [14] or cinds [8] , which specify patterns with equality (=) only. While there have been extensions of cfds [7, 18] , none of these allows dependencies to be specified with patterns on data values in terms of built-in predicates =, <, ≤, > or ≥. To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has studied extensions of cinds (see Section 6 for detailed discussions).
These highlight the need for extending cfds and cinds to capture errors commonly found in real-life data. While one can consider arbitrary extensions, it is necessary to strike a balance between the expressive power of the extensions and their complexity. In particular, we want to be able to reason about data quality rules expressed as extended cfds and cinds. Furthermore, we want to have effective algorithms to detect inconsistencies based on these extensions.
Contributions. This paper proposes a natural extension of cfds and cinds, provides complexity bounds for reasoning about the extension, and develops effective sql-based techniques for detecting errors based on the extension.
(1) We propose two classes of dependencies, denoted by cfd p s and cind p s, which respectively extend cfds and cinds by supporting =, <, ≤, >, ≥ predicates. For example, all the dependencies we have encountered so far can be expressed as cfd p s or cind p s. These dependencies are capable of capturing errors in realworld data that cannot be detected by cfds or cinds.
(2) We establish complexity bounds for the satisfiability problem and the implication problem for cfd p s and cind p s, taken separately or together. The satisfiability problem is to determine whether a set Σ of dependencies has a nonempty model, i.e., whether the rules in Σ are consistent themselves. The implication problem is to decide whether a set Σ of dependencies entails another dependency ϕ, i.e., whether the rule ϕ is redundant in the presence of the rules in Σ. These are the central technical problems associated with any dependency language.
We show that despite the increased expressive power, cfd p s and cind p s do not increase the complexity for reasoning about them. In particular, we show that the satisfiability and implication problems remain (a) ( Section 5 provides sql techniques for error detection. Related work is discussed in Section 6, followed by topics for future work in Section 7.
Incorporating Built-in Predicates into CFDs
We now define cfd p s, also referred to as conditional functional dependencies, by extending cfds with predicates ( =, <, ≤, >, ≥) in addition to equality (=).
Consider a relation schema R defined over a finite set of attributes, denoted by attr(R). For each attribute A ∈ attr(R), its domain is specified in R, denoted as dom(A), which is either finite (e.g., bool) or infinite (e.g., string). We assume w.l.o.g. that a domain is totally ordered if <, ≤, > or ≥ is defined on it. If attribute A occurs in both X and Y , we use A L and A R to indicate the occurrence of A in X and Y , respectively, and separate the X and Y attributes in a pattern tuple with ' '. We write ϕ as (X → Y, T p ) when R is clear from the context, and denote X as LHS(ϕ) and Y as RHS(ϕ). Example 2. The dependencies cfd1-cfd3 and pfd1-pfd4 that we have seen in Example 1 can all be expressed as cfd p s. Figure 2 shows some of these cfd p s:
, and ϕ 4 (for pfd 4 ). 2 [Y ] .
Observe that ϕ is imposed only on the subset of tuples in I that match LHS(ϕ), rather than on the entire I. For all tuples t 1 , t 2 in this subset, if Fig. 2 are cfd p s representing fd cfd2 and cfd cfd3 in Example 1, respectively. Note that all data quality rules in [10, 18] can be expressed as cfd p s.
Incorporating Built-in Predicates into CINDs
Along the same lines as cfd p s, we next define cind p s, also referred to as conditional inclusion dependencies. Consider two relation schemas R 1 and R 2 . Example 4. Figure 3 
such that its state is DL and rate is 0, i.e., ψ 2 assures that the sale tax rate in Delaware is 0.
2 The satisfiability problem and the implication problem are the two central technical questions associated with any dependency languages. In this section we investigate these problems for cfd p s and cind p s, separately and taken together.
The Satisfiability Analysis
The satisfiability problem is to determine, given a set Σ of constraints, whether there exists a nonempty database that satisfies Σ. The satisfiability analysis of conditional dependencies is not only of theoretical interest, but is also important in practice. Indeed, when cfd p s and cind p s are used as data quality rules, this analysis helps one check whether the rules make sense themselves. The need for this is particularly evident when the rules are manually designed or discovered from various datasets [10, 18, 15] .
The satisfiability analysis of CFD p s. Given any fds, one does not need to worry about their satisfiability since any set of fds is always satisfiable. However, as observed in [14] , for a set Σ of cfds on a relational schema R, there may not exist a nonempty instance I of R such that I |= Σ. As cfds are a special case of cfd p s, the same problem exists when it comes to cfd p s.
Example 6. Consider cfd p ϕ = (R : A → B, T p ) such that T p = {( = a), ( = a)}. Then there exists no nonempty instance I of R that satisfies ϕ. Indeed, for any tuple t of R, ϕ requires that both t[B] = a and t[B] = a. 2
This problem is already np-complete for cfds [14] . Below we show that it has the same complexity for cfd p s despite their increased expressive power.
Proposition 1. The satisfiability problem for cfd p s is np-complete. 2
Proof sketch: The lower bound follows from the np-hardness of their cfds counterparts [14] , since cfds are a special case of cfd p s. The upper bound is verified by presenting an np algorithm that, given a set Σ of cfd p s defined on a relation schema R, determines whether Σ is satisfiable.
2
It is known [14] that the satisfiability problem for cfds is in ptime when the cfds considered are defined over attributes that have an infinite domain, i.e., in the absence of finite domain attributes. However, this is no longer the case for cfd p s. This tells us that the increased expressive power of cfd p s does take a toll in this special case. It should be remarked that while the proof of Proposition 1 is an extension of its counterpart in [14] , the result below is new.
Theorem 2.
In the absence of finite domain attributes, the satisfiability problem for cfd p s remains np-complete. 2
Proof sketch: The problem is in np by Proposition 1. Its np-hardness is shown by reduction from the 3SAT problem, which is np-complete (cf. [17] ). 2
The satisfiability analysis of CIND p s. Like fds, one can specify arbitrary inds or cinds without worrying about their satisfiability. Below we show that cind p s also have this property, by extending the proof of its counterpart in [8] . 
The Implication Analysis
The implication problem is to determine, given a set Σ of dependencies and another dependency φ, whether or not Σ entails φ, denoted by Σ |= φ. That is, whether or not for all databases
The implication analysis helps us remove redundant data quality rules, and thus improve the performance of error detection and repairing based on the rules. The implication analysis of CFD p s. We first show that the implication problem for cfd p s retains the same complexity as their cfds counterpart. The result below is verified by extending the proof of its counterpart in [14] .
Proposition 5. The implication problem for cfd p s is conp-complete. 2
Proof sketch: The lower bound follows from the conp-hardness of their cfds counterpart [14] , since cfds are a special case of cfd p s. The conp upper bound is verified by presenting an np algorithm for its complement problem, i.e., the problem for determining whether Σ |= ϕ. 2 Similar to the satisfiability analysis, it is known [14] that the implication analysis of cfds is in ptime when the cfds are defined only with attributes that have an infinite domain. Analogous to Theorem 2, the result below shows that this is no longer the case for cfd p s, which does not find a counterpart in [14] . are taken together, their implication analysis is beyond reach in practice. This is not surprising since the implication problem for fds and inds is already undecidable [1] . Since cfd p s and cind p s subsume fds and inds, respectively, from the undecidability result for fds and inds, the corollary below follows immediately. Table 1 . To give a complete picture we also include in Table 1 the complexity bounds for the static analyses of cfds and cinds, taken from [14, 8] . The results shown in Table 1 Example 9. Figure 4 shows the coding of cind p s ψ 1 and ψ 2 given in Fig. 3 . We use state L and state R in enc to denote the occurrences of attribute state in item and tax, respectively. In tables enc L and enc R , attributes with only 'null' patterns are omitted, for the same reason as for cfd p s mentioned above. 2
Putting these together, it is easy to verify that at most O(n 2 ) data tables are needed to encode dependencies in Σ, regardless of the size of Σ. Recall that n is the number of relations in database R.
SQL-based Detection Methods
We next show how to generate sql queries based on the encoding above. Below we show how the sql query Q (i,j) is generated for validating cind p s in Σ (i,j) cind p ), which has not been studied by previous work. For the lack of space we omit the generation of detection queries for cfd p s, which is an extension of the sql techniques for cfds discussed in [14, 7] .
The query Q (i,j) for the validation of Σ (i,j) cind p is given as follows, which capitalizes on the data tables enc, enc L , enc R and enc = that encode cind p s in Σ (i,j) cind p . [7] and cfd c s [9] ), without increasing the complexity of static analyses. Second, we are developing effective algorithms for discovering cfd p s and cind p s, along the same lines as [10, 18, 15] . Third, we plan to extend the methods of [5, 13] to repair data based on cfd p s and cind p s, instead of using cfds [13] , traditional fds and inds [5] , denial constraints [4, 12] , and aggregate constraints [16] .
